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What we will dive into today
Better Ways to Buy Audiences at oOh!
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3.

Why
Audiences

2.

The principles
that feed into
this innovative
approach
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A quick recap of
the thinking
we’ve shared

Audience
is the currency of
advertisers.
The rise of digital has made Audience the
currency of advertisers and is proven to be
more effective at delivering ROI.

4.

The Future of
Out of Home is
Audience.
The power of Out of Home to reach audiences at scale
is undisputed. The future of Out of Home is audience,
and as the market leader we know we will play a critical
role in leading the industry to the promised land.
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We needed a strong & simple
audience proposition that our
ecosystem could deliver against in a
powerful way!

Introducing:
A ‘Better Way To Buy’ oOh!

A ‘Better Way To Buy’ oOh!
We are making a deliberate shift to audience &
simplifying how you plan, buy and measure campaigns
with oOh!
Across our small and large format assets groups we
have tested thousands of combinations of formats to
find what will deliver optimal results.
The common metrics of these findings are:
1.

Plan to multiple environments

2.

Plan to Category Buyers (transactional data)

3.

Plan maximising 1+ reach

4.

Blend of classic & digital to increase SOV, maximise
reach potential

8.

A look at how this works across a small format FMCG campaign
By removing tight campaign parameters, we can increase reach of a more relevant audience by 43% with same budget
Retail Proximity (100%)

Retail Buyergraphic Optimised

Street Furniture Buyergraphic Optimised
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80%

+23%

70%
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BWTB SF (Retail Skew)

33%

30%

20%
10%
0%
1+ Reach

9. Source: Smart Reach, Quantium data, 500 panels per fortnight, Top Coffee Buyers; 1. 100% proximity, 2. Audience, 3. Audience Coffee buyers small format metro

BWTB works and we’re willing to
prove out it’s effectiveness
We want to provide confidence and proof that our
BWTB will deliver outstanding results for clients.

As such, we will be offering clients who take on our
BWTB Quantium Post Campaign reporting.
For the first time, brands can see shifts in brand and
category buying behaviour, including the number of
new customers your campaign attracted.
Early indications of our test campaigns have shown:
•

An uplift of 30% of buyers and sales1

•

Exceeding category performance

•

Growth of category share

•

Attracting new buyers to the buyers, well ahead of
category performance.
Example output

10. Source: Quantium Post Reporting Small Format Test Campaign Mar-Apr 2021

Let’s better understand the
proof points underpinning
this innovative tool
And why we believe it can help you maximise
OOH effectiveness

The big 4 that deliver the best outcomes in out of home
Plan and buy to
multi channel

Plan and buy to
audience

Maximise your 1+
reach

Blend is always
best

Leverage multiple
out of home
environments to
maximise reach of
audiences
effectively and
efficiently

Plan to audience using
real consumer data via
Quantium transactional
data. Such data helps you
reach real & more relevant
audiences at scale

Maximise 1+ reach and
access over

Using a blend of
classic and digital
assets will help you
maximise
campaign reach &
deliver the best
share of voice
outcomes
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80% of category buyers in
a single campaign

Reach

Engagement

Small Format

Enterprise

Engagement
Smart

Large Format

13.

Junkee

1. Plan to multiple environments

A multi channel approach still drives the strongest
returns for clients, even during a pandemic
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Single Media Platform Two Media Platform Three Media Platform Four Media Platform

Five Media Platform

ROI Indexed to TV
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Source: Analytic Partners, oOh! 3.0 Study 2019, benchmarked to single media platform
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Synergies remain the true driver of success, with TV,
Digital and OOH the holy trinity

Increase in campaign ROI from media channel combinations
27%
22%

22%

TV + DIGITAL

TV + DIGITAL +
RADIO

23%

17%

9%
3%
OOH + RADIO

OOH + DIGITAL

OOH + TV

Confidential & Proprietary, © 2021 Analytic Partners, Inc.

Source: Analytic Partners, oOh! 4.0 Study 2021, benchmarked to TV alone

TV + DIGITAL +
MAGAZINES

TV + DIGITAL + OOH
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In cases where campaign budgets sit under $1m,
OOH and Digital still remain the best channel mix

Response index for campaigns <$1m
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100

TV
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Source: Analytic Partners, oOh! 4.0 Study 2021, benchmarked to TV

TV + Digital

Digital + OOH
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When it comes to out of home, our offering delivers the
greatest outcomes when a multi channel approach is executed
ROI strategy comparison within OOH
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Three Formats

Four Formats

121

ROI (Index)

100

Single Format

Two Formats
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Source: Analytic Partners, oOh! 4.0 Study 2021, benchmarked to singe OOH format
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2. Plan to Category Buyers

Optimising to category buyers simply works

OOH ROI of different buying approaches compared to average
167%

112%

Buying to a category buyer delivers
more than twice ROI than buying to
Demographic

80%

Demographic buy

Claimed behaviour buy

20. Source: Analytic Partners, oOh! 4.0 Study, 2021

Category buyer buy

How is this data gathered?
Transactional based targeting using actual purchase data

oOh!’s exclusive out-of-home
partnership with Quantium – a
global leader in data science
and artificial intelligence,
represents an Australian first in
actual consumption-based
audience targeting for
advertisers.
The partnership provides
advertisers with the capability to
target audiences based on
Quantium’s world class customer
transaction and behavioural data
sets to deliver optimised solutions
across oOh!’s national network.

There are 500+ buyergraphic
segments to choose from…

21.

2.5 Billion
Transactions

3 Million
Customers

Starts day at
home

12.5 Million
Customers

Returns home
at the end of
the day

Drives to work

Drives home

Parks and walks
to work

Makes a
transaction

Dines out

Walks to
restaurant for
lunch

This real consumer data then powers our BWTB offering

WHAT CUSTOMERS BUY

Once we have chosen the right
buyergraphic audience, we
optimize your campaign using our
SmartReach optimization tool to
maximise 1+ reach.
But before we show the benefits
of optimisation, there’s one final
‘BWTB’ finding that we need to
take into consideration…

BUYERGRAPHIC
SEGMENTS

BUYERGRAPHICS LINKED TO PANELS

WHERE CUSTOMERS MOVE

(500+ SEGMENTS)

14M + UNIQUE AUSTRALIAN’S
2.5 BILLION TRANSACTIONS

35,000 Formats

RETAIL

ROAD
INSURANCE
RETAIL

AUTOMOTIVE
3 MILLION
CUSTOMERS

ENTERTAINMENT

OPTIMISATION

FLY

FOOD / PRODUCE
LOCATE
TRAVEL
COMMUTE

LIQUOR
COMMUNICATION
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Maximise qualified 1+ reach

Buying panels throughout centre delivers nearly 2x
stronger returns than proximity buys and maximises reach

OOH ROI of location indexed to In-Centre

100%

54%

In-centre

23. Source: Analytic Partners, oOh! 4.0 Study, 2021. Analysis based on $50mil+ in campaign spend

In-store to 20m prox

The proof: Inghams – The Free Ranger
An exclusive-to-oOh! campaign to position the brand and stimulate sales.

Campaign Objectives

Campaign Solution

Ingham’s Chicken were promoting their
‘The Free Ranger’ a free-range whole
chicken stocked in selected Woolworth’s
stores in NSW & VIC.

oOh! took a data led approach using our Small
Format BWTB. We identified a more relevant and
targeted audience of ‘Top Chicken Buyers’ and
planned the campaign to optimize to maximum 1+
reach of Top Chicken Buyer across small format
street and retail in NSW & VIC.

The objective of the campaign was to
drive awareness and conversion of the
product amongst grocery buyers in NSW
& VIC and ran exclusively with oOh!
Audience: Grocery Buyers
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The client usually would have taken a demographic
targeting approach, heavily skewed to retail, digital
only and proximity to the sales location being
Woolworth’s.
By removing these tight constraints and planning to
reach the highest volume of category buyers across
multiple small format environments, oOh! Via our
Smart Reach Tool selected the optimal panels for
Top Chicken Buyers.

The big wins for Inghams when they bought to audience
Category performance, Total Buyers and share of category all increased across the campaign period

Outperformed the
Category

Total Buyers
Increased

Share of Category
Increased

Attracted more new customers
to the brand compared to the
category: 72% of Ingham’s
buyers were new customers vs.
48% of category buyers).

Total buyers of Ingham Free
Ranger whole chickens increased
+30% (vs. whole chicken category
up just +3%)

Share of category increased
+26%

3. Plan to maximise reach

Maximising 1+ reach
We all know the importance of building reach for long
term brand building thanks to Binet and Field’s The Long
And The Short Of It.

But Analytic Partners have also found that audience
reach-based strategies drive +24% stronger return than
location targeted approaches.

OOH ROI by focus vs Average OOH
109%
88%

Location Targeted
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Reach

Source: Media In Focus- Marketing Effectiveness In The Digital Era, Les Binet And Peter Field, 2019
Source: Analytic Partners, oOh! 4.0 Study 2021, benchmarked to OOH average

Reach

Engagement

Small Format

Enterprise

Engagement
Smart

Large Format
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Junkee

oOh! Retail delivers incremental 1+ reach, more efficiently
than all other operators
70.00%

60.00%

1+ reach
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29. Source: MOVE 2021, Retail panels, total Reach per fortnight
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Interestingly, by adding street we see incremental 1+ reach
increase by 20%
90%

600 Retail +
120 Street

80%
600 Retail +
20 Street
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30 Source: MOVE 2021 National over 2 weeks

Retail + Street (600 Retail as base adding Street at 20 panel increments)

The combination of these two environments delivers up to
80% of grocery buyers in just 2 weeks1

oOh! has coverage of an
additional $330M of
Supermarket spend every
week through Street Furniture
panels located near
freestanding grocery stores
nationally2
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Smart Reach, our Quantium
The combination of Retail and
data led offer maps buyers of Street Furniture can deliver 80%
supermarket products to every of your client's buyers in just two
one of our panels
weeks.

Source1: Quatnium, 2021, oOh! Retail and Street Furniture influence of supermarket spend in centres with media representation or within 500m of a free standing supermatket
Source 2: Quantium 2021 total grocery spend influenced oOh! Street furniture network within 500m of supermarket

Let’s dive into example one for a retail heavy client
•

Retail skew – 2 weeks

•

Heavy weight Retail and light weight Street Furniture

•

Recommended for FMCG and Retail categories who favour the Retail environment.

BWTB Schedule

Planned to Metro only

Recommended
Schedule

RETAIL SKEW
Retail digital & classic

500 panels x 2 weeks

Street classic

300 panels x 2 weeks
Total

800 panels x 2 weeks

Planned Nationally

82% REACH
=

MOVE (METRO)
85% REACH
SMARTREACH (M5C)

OR

63% REACH
SMARTREACH
NATIONAL

Tested Qsegments: Main Grocery Buyers, MGB with kids, Total Confectionery, Baby Needs, Cough and Cold Relief, Health Conscious, Ice
cream, Dessert & Pastry, Premium Grocery, Total pet category, Men's Fashion, Professional fashion, Women's fashion, Youth Fashion,
Convenience spenders, Cosmetic retailing, Discount Department Store, Pharmacy
33.

What if my client is more street focused? Not a problem!
•

Street skew – 2 weeks

•

Heavy weight Street Furniture and light weight Retail

•

Recommended for Travel, Automotive, Entertainment & Leisure, Insurance, Retail (fast food) and Utilities

BWTB Schedule

Planned to Metro only

STREET SKEW

Recommended
Schedule

Retail digital & classic

300 panels x 2 weeks

Street classic

500 panels x 2 weeks
Total

800 panels x 2 weeks

=

Planned Nationally

84% REACH
MOVE (METRO)
OR
94% REACH
SMARTREACH (M5C)

71% REACH
SMARTREACH
NATIONAL

Tested Qsegments: Luxury car brand preferences, Mainstream car brand preferences, Music, video subscription and rental services, Health
insurance, Home and motor insurance, Fast food - traditional fast food outlets, Meal delivery services, Online fashion, Online retail,
Domestic travellers, Online travel bookers, Electricity and gas
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Or, a client who books both channels evenly?
•

Even weight – 2 weeks

•

Even split Street Furniture and Retail

•

Recommended for Non-Alcoholic Beverages, Electronics & Technology, Entertainment & Leisure,
Communications, Luxury Retail

RWTB Schedule

Planned to Metro only

EVEN WEIGHT

Recommended
Schedule

Retail digital & classic

400 panels x 2 weeks

Street classic

400 panels x 2 weeks
Total

800 panels x 2 weeks

=

Planned Nationally

84% REACH
MOVE (METRO)
OR
89% REACH
SMARTREACH (M5C)

69% REACH
SMARTREACH
NATIONAL

Tested Qsegments: Carbonated soft drinks - all buyers, Non-carbonated beverages - all buyers, Total telco, Electronics & technology,
Mainstream cinema, Luxury boutique retail
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4. When it comes to Retail, ‘Blend Is Best’

ROI 4.0 taught us that the challenge in retail is big
OOH

160

oOh! Retail OOH

148

140

Whilst still delivering a strong
return on investment and
higher than TV, despite COVID
and the increased importance
of retail environments to reach
valuable audiences, the ROI
has decreased.

128

120
100
80

75

75

60
40

20
0
ROI AP V3

37. Source: Analytic Partners, oOh! 4.0 Study, 2021

ROI AP V4

oOh! Retail drives 42% greater ROI than other retail media
suppliers3 due to the strength of our centres & total sales
Non oOh! Retail

Why?

140%

•

oOh! can reach more audiences than
any other retail supplier

•

oOh! can deliver a mix of static and
digital which delivers a higher SOV
and a better ROI vs competitors

•

•

oOh! delivers a mix of centres types
across a broad geographic spread,
maximising reach faster and more
efficiently
oOh! influences over $1.5B in total
spend1 and $444M in grocery spend
every week2

6.

oOh! Retail
128%

120%
100%

86%

80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

Source1: Location IQ, 2021 Average weekly MAT, oOh! centres
Source 2: Quantium data, average weekly spend in grocery stores in retail centres by media operator representation, 2020
Source3: Analytic Partners, oOh! 4.0 Study, 2021

ROI

Blend is best for coverage
Total vs. Digital Only
350 Centres

495 Centres

39.

367 Metro

262 Metro

128 Regional

88 Regional

A combination of classic and digital increases returns by +43%
compared to digital alone
A blend of classic and digital small format maximises retailer coverage & increases campaign
SOV compared to using digital alone.
OOH ROI of Digital vs. Classic and Digital Mix
143%

100%

Digital
40. Source: Analytic Partners, oOh! 4.0 Study, 2021

Digital + Classic

“One panel, One centre, One
campaign is not the same.”
Quality differs based on audience reached and spend influenced

The holy grail for evaluating retail campaigns

Audience
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Centre
Type

Sales

Why Scale Matters

492 centres
367 Metro centres delivering 1.47bn
in audience.
By adding Regional this delivers:
125 extra centres & 339m additional
audience footfall

oOh! offers the greatest scale and
number of centres nationally

43.

Source: LocationIQ 2021, oOh! Centre metro footfall and regional footfall annually

We have the most powerful mix of all centre types
Build your brand, drive consideration & influence purchase with oOh! Retail

Local
199

Lower influence

44

Medium
195

$

Large
98

Higher influence

Which is important because a mix of centres delivers
optimal results
The incorporation of Medium and Large centres in addition to Local drives stronger returns

Retail OOH ROI by Centre Type vs. Small Centre
112%

105%

100%

Small

45

Source: Analytic Partners, oOh! 4.0 Study, ROI of small, medium and large centre types

Medium

Large

Additionally, 56% of Large
centres have FMCG
turnover in the largest
category of over $95m
annually
• Audience is 131K p/w, 9x that of extra
small centres and with the
highest average turnover per
centre ($6.2m p/w) of any centre size
• Being present in these centres provides
opportunity to influence more spend vs
smaller centres with smaller FMCG
turnover.

46. SourceLocation IQ 2021 Average Grocery turnover by Centre size per week

Wow. That was A LOT!

We’ve only just scratched this surface of this innovative approach

Planning to a category
buyer over a demographic
is proven to deliver more the
twice the ROI
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We have unrivaled scale
within each of our networks,
which can reach audiences
in unprecedented levels
(80%+ in just 2 weeks) when
a BWTB approach is taken

Engage with us earlier
Brief us on your strategic
audience
Be open to multi format
Consider longer term
approaches

Get In Touch!
Who to Contact at oOh!
National Head of Sales – Independent Agencies
Tim.Elder@oohmedia.com.au

New South Wales Sales Director – Independent Agencies

Danielle.O’Meara@oohmedia.com.au

Victorian Sales Director – Independent Agencies
Mark.Lambertini@oohmedia.com.au

Queensland Group Sales Leader – Independent Agencies
Tony.Thorpe@oohmedia.com.au

South Australian Group Sales Leader – Independent Agencies
Bree.Tassell@oohmedia.com.au

West Australian Group Sales Leader – Independent Agencies
Des.McNamara@oohmedia.com.au
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Thank you

ANALYTIC PARTNERS – THE LEADERS IN ROI

GLOBAL LEADERS IN MARKETING MEASUREMENT AND
ATTRIBUTION
►

20 years of experience in delivering outstanding returns

►

Independent and privately held to provide a trusted and
unbiased perspective on measuring performance

►

Long term, partnership view – 90% client retention

►

Endorsed and accredited

► The Top Leader in the Forrester Wave:
Marketing Measurement and Optimization
Q1 2020
► Only Leader in Forrester Wave: Marketing
Measurement and Optimization, Asia Pacific
Q4 2018

ROI GENOME | AUSTRALIAN DATABASE COVERS:
►

15yrs of data through to 2020

►

$12 billion+ in spend

►

200 Australian clients, real sales results

►

Cross section of industries and marketing tactics

►

In depth understanding of how marketing works

► Recognized for Marketing Mix &
Attribution in Market Guide

► Recognized
for Building Segments &
Personas for Digital Marketing

► Smart Data Agency of the Year 2017 & 2019 for leveraging
value from data to help clients achieve competitive advantage
► Winner of Intel Challenge Hackathon 2017 & 2019

Confidential & Proprietary, © 2021 Analytic Partners, Inc.
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SO HOW DO THEY DO IT?
►

Marketing Mix Modelling allows Analytic Partners to disaggregate and measure how different elements of and executions
within a clients marketing mix drives revenue

►

A pooled regression model technique incorporates multiple data points including media spend and sales into the model, with
each study analysing over a 3 year period

►

Results from the study today
represent data points captured
from the norms database

►

Findings are benchmarked to TV at
100% unless otherwise stated
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